MAKING MOBILE GLOBAL™

The Kymeta™ u8 GO provides a complete connectivity solution for on-the-go communications when and where you need it.

The easily maneuverable u8 GO can support communication while in the case, on the ground or mounted on a vehicle for easy deployment in a multitude of use cases.

The transportable configuration has been custom designed for the revolutionary software-defined, electronic beam steered u8 terminals. The multi-function hardened case is tested to MIL-STD-810H transportation standards and comes with hardened tie down points.

Broadband connectivity packages for the u8 with are available from Kymeta in either satellite-only or satellite/cellular by-the-gigabyte packages, and our all-inclusive bundle of hardware, connectivity, and support, Kymeta Connect™, is offered at an affordable monthly rate.
**AVAILABLE CONFIGURATIONS**

**u8 GEO GO ODU**
- u8 antenna with integrated acu
- RF chain with low profile BUC
- Shroud
- Transportation case
- Integrated Vehicle mount
- AC/DC power kit

**u8 GEO GO**
- u8 antenna with integrated acu
- Embedded iQ200 modem and LTE-A modem
- RF chain with low profile BUC
- Shroud
- Transportation case
- Integrated Vehicle mount
- AC/DC power kit

**u8 GEO GOV**
- u8 antenna with integrated acu
- Embedded iDirect 950mp modem and LTE-A modem
- RF chain with low profile BUC
- Shroud
- Transportation case
- Integrated Vehicle mount
- AC/DC power kit

**AVAILABLE ACCESSORIES**
- Vehicle power kit
- Cables

**AVAILABLE SOFTWARE-ENABLED FEATURES**
- Manual position (GPS denied) mode
- Full privacy mode
- External GPS support

---

**Kymeta Connect™ offers full-service connectivity solutions for u8 terminals for government and military. By-the-gigabyte packages are available with either MIR or MIR/CIR capacity. Refer to the Kymeta Connect product sheet for more detail.**

---

**For more information, contact Kymeta at sales@kymetacorp.com.**
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